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Background. Guidelines to improve standards of care for hypertension and diabetes were disseminated by the National Department of Health in 1996 but have generally not been implemented by health professionals in local primary care. A strategy for the adoption and implementation of the Guidelines was developed in collaboration with health professionals in primary care.

Objectives. The development of a structured record, with prompts for the management of diabetes and hypertension according to the Guidelines.

Setting. Three community health centres (CHCs) in the Western Cape.

Participants. Doctors and nurses managing patients with diabetes and hypertension.

Methods. A draft of the structured record was developed at a single-pilot CHC in the Western Cape. Focus group discussions established the core requirements for a structured record. Process, result and structural indicators in line with the national Guidelines were considered for inclusion in the draft record. This draft record was then piloted at two other CHCs. Comments from semi-structured interviews and pre- and post-test evaluation questionnaires were used to compile the final instrument.

Results. Eleven doctors and 8 nurses participated in the development of the final instrument. Important considerations in the design were a single-page, user-friendly format, tick-boxes to reduce writing, prompts, provision for sequential recording, target setting, and compatibility with the Guidelines. The final instrument was piloted and elicited a favourable overall response.

Conclusion. The structured record simplifies the application of the Guidelines and the systematic recording of processes of care. The effectiveness of the Guidelines will be evaluated further in a randomised control trial using the structured record.
to the Guidelines were examined at four Western Cape community health centres (CHCs). At a single pilot clinic, seven doctors, four nurses and the nutritionist participated in four focus-group discussions that examined attitudes to the Guidelines. These discussions produced consensus on an implementation plan to encourage use of the Guidelines, namely the inclusion of the Guidelines within a structured record, with prompts. The core process and result indicators in the structured record were derived from recommendations contained within the national Guidelines. The algorithms were adapted from the national Guidelines and permitted clinical discretion. The draft record was tested by health professionals and was modified according to their suggestions, which were obtained from pre- and post-test evaluation questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The comments relating to format, content, clarity and user-friendliness were used to modify the draft instrument.

The improved draft record was piloted at two independent CHCs that had not participated in the development of the record. The introduction of the record was preceded by an education package that consisted of the rationale for the development of the Guidelines and instructions for the use of the structured record. The instrument was tested in a sample of patients for 1 week at each site. The participating doctors completed pre- and post-test evaluation questionnaires. Comments from the latter were used for the development of separate instruments for diabetes, hypertension and their combination.

In order to remind health professionals to complete the record, the form was inserted into the clinic record by the admission clerk or the nurse at the clinic room. Forms were kept in the consulting rooms, and completed forms were filed with clinic notes.

The Community Health Services Organisation gave approval for the study to be performed in their clinics.

**Results**

**Requirements for Guideline usage**

Health professionals had clear ideas regarding the format and content of the structured record. The preferred design features were simplicity of use, a single sheet, tick boxes to reduce recording time and clarity to allow easy visualisation of previous consultations. The form was designed to record routine visits and procedures over a period of 1 year. Non-routine visits for other medical conditions were recorded in the usual notes to avoid cluttering the structured record. Most participants wanted as much space as possible for the recording of comments. The preferred format followed the existing recording sequence of history, physical examination, complications, investigations, medications and

**Fig. 1. Above and below; structured record for hypertension.**
Overall, the record was thought to save time, although initially more time was required for the recording of the baseline information. Most of the health professionals considered the record to be an excellent vehicle for getting maximum information during the consultation, and for clinic staff rapidly becoming familiar with the content and guidelines. The form satisfied most of the requirements for optimal record keeping and was felt to be a reasonable compromise between the supply of clinical information and the consolidation of quality, standardised work practices.

Some differences of opinion were expressed that influenced the evolution of the final version. These differences included the first impression that the record is intimidating, since it is complicated and detailed and does not allocate enough space for comments. It was felt that initially the form, including reference to the Guidelines, takes some time to complete and may inconvenience patients. However, it was noted that as more forms were completed less time was required. The presence of prompts was thought to be prescriptive and unnecessary. The inability to modify the record for multiple visits was also noted.

Comments about the structured record were generally favourable, with minor reservations on the part of some of the health professionals. They stated that the structured record promotes a holistic approach to the care of patients with diabetes and hypertension, and that the form permits the assessment of clinical status at a glance and promotes continuity of care. They felt that all members of the health team would be able to see what has been done and that discussion about management would be promoted. Several comments were made to the effect that other chronic diseases need a similar record and that a copy should be used as a patient-carried record.

Overall, the record was thought to save time, although initially more time was required for the recording of the baseline information. Most of the health professionals considered the record to be an excellent vehicle for getting maximum information during the consultation, and for clinic staff rapidly becoming familiar with the content and guidelines. The form satisfied most of the requirements for optimal record keeping and was felt to be a reasonable compromise between the supply of clinical information and the consolidation of quality, standardised work practices.

Some differences of opinion were expressed that influenced the evolution of the final version. These differences included the first impression that the record is intimidating, since it is complicated and detailed and does not allocate enough space for comments. It was felt that initially the form, including reference to the Guidelines, takes some time to complete and may inconvenience patients. However, it was noted that as more forms were completed less time was required. The presence of prompts was thought to be prescriptive and unnecessary. The inability to modify the record for multiple visits was also noted.
problems, e.g. hypertension and heart failure, was seen to be a drawback, as duplicate recordings are required for the usual folder. The Guidelines were thought to interfere with clinical autonomy; for example it was held that the decision to change pharmacological management should be at the discretion of the clinician only. Some doctors mentioned the potential advantages of a computerised version of the record.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this study show that health professionals are motivated to participate in a process of guideline development for the purposes of developing tools that could improve the quality of care for hypertension and diabetes (and Steyn K, Levitt N, Faurie J, et al. — unpublished data). This positive attitude to participation contrasts with the earlier ambivalence noted towards the introduction of the Guidelines and our previous finding that health professionals had not adopted the Guidelines for routine clinic use. We attribute the co-operation to the opportunity to participate in the development process of an instrument that is relevant to their needs. They anticipate that the instrument will have two positive effects on clinic organisation, namely the opportunity to overcome the problem of inadequate recording of data for chronic diseases, and the enhancement of teamwork. Similar results were obtained when the use of guidelines for diabetes care was examined.

Inadequate recording of basic clinical details is a recognised barrier to optimal care of diabetes and hypertension and may contribute significantly to the poor quality of care that has been recognised in local settings. Participants who use the structured record become familiar with the content of the Guidelines and are soon able to apply them from memory. In many instances the Guidelines are congruent with the existing practice of individual doctors. This provides indirect positive feedback and reinforces the value of their participation. The algorithms incorporated within the structured record should be read in conjunction with the formal Guidelines and permit the application of clinical expertise in situations where the algorithms are not explanatory. For example, the algorithm does not specify the intervals when lifestyle modification is judged to be ineffective, and effective tablet therapy is required to achieve acceptable blood glucose targets.

A potential benefit of the structured record is as a tool for audit and evaluation of quality of care. It also provides more opportunities for discussion about patient care, thereby improving education and enhancing teamwork by serving as a basis for the systematic devolution of more responsibility to nurses in the delivery of chronic care.

The suggestion that the instrument be used as a patient-carried record should be investigated further. This may lead to improved compliance associated with the implied recognition of a partnership for health care delivery. A reduction in waiting times for folders on arrival at the clinic is another likely positive outcome.

Although the structured record was developed in association with primary health professionals, over-optimism about the generalisability of the record to other health services would be misplaced, as unknown biases may influence the degree of acceptance of the form in different settings.

Such records could be computer- or paper-based. A paper record that can be photocopied has been developed, but this can be modified easily when computers become available. (Daniels AR, White M — unpublished data). A computerised record would further improve the recording of the processes of care and would improve adherence to the Guidelines.

Health administrators may instinctively believe that guidelines improve care, but significant attitudinal barriers have to be addressed before guidelines can be applied. This implementation strategy seems to be successful, as measured by the responses of the health professionals who participated in the development of the structured record. The principles of this strategy can be used to help with the implementation of guidelines and other health care innovations in other local settings. Other attempts have been made within South Africa to help health care providers improve the quality of health care delivery. An example is the quality assessment instrument for routine use by district clinic supervisors in primary health care clinics involved in the management of sexually transmitted diseases. The development of the instrument followed a similar process of consultation, participation, audit and feedback.

Finally, we intend to examine the effectiveness of these Guidelines and the structured record on diabetes and hypertension management in a randomised control trial in primary care clinics.
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